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Palletizer robot type suitable for medium capacity, up to 1600 bags/hour, or in applications where the robot is required to
receive bags of several lines at once, or to compile several pallets simultaneously..
 
By means of the control panel up to 200 di�erent pallet formats can be programmed that are stored in memory to call
when needed.
 
The generation program for layers of each pallet is provided with each palletising robot and allows the user to create 
new formats. 
The pincers for handling bags are specially designed to be manually adjusted depending on the bag size. Fitted with 
side guides in order to maintain thebag position at all times, in addition to guiding the bag verticality when it is
deposited over the layer to make, with much precision as a result regarding the position of the bag.
 
All movement of the pincer is synchronized with the robot arm movement with the bag remaining clamped at all times, 
preventing lateral movement.



 

HIGHT LEVEL PALLETIZER  

S Model. 
Up to500 bags/hour. 
- Fixed conforming plates (B and C). 
- Squared cycled row sweeper. 
- Low speed lifter. 
- Electrical side conforming plates on 4 faces. 
- Squared cycled row sweeper. 
- Single speed variator lifter. 
  M Model. 
Up to 1500 bags/hour. 
- Electircal side conforming plates on 4 faces. 
- Squared cycles row sweeper. 
- Single speed variator lifter. 
- Gravity bu�er and infeed belt upstream. 

  L Model. 
Up to2500 bags/hour. 
- Electrical side conforming plates on 4 faces. 
- Squared cycles row sweeper. 
- Single speed variator lifter. 
- Gravity bugger and infeed belt upstream. 
- Additional row sweeper ( A plate ). 
- Same �ttings as model 1800. 
- With multiple bag orientation device. 
- Bag orientation by side pushing 
system and movable stop. 
- Upstream pre-grouping belt.  

This range of palletization is available in various adapted models
to the required production. The use of frequency converters and
parameter program ensures an immediate adjustment of the
palletizer whatever the size of the bag and the production.

PALETTISEUR NIVEAU HAUT:

This range of palletisation o�ers di�erent models adapted to the
required  production. The use of frequency variators and 
parameterisation  programs  ensure immediate adjustment of the
palletiser with any bag dimension and  production.
 Robust and �exible
 Simple kinematic and �albe
 Excellent palletizing quality
 Accessibility and security of use

PRODUCTION MOYENNE: SÉRIES 500 / 1000 / 2000

HAUTEPRODUCTION: SÉRIES2000 / 3000/4000

 THROUGH ROW PUSHING

G SERIES : THROUGH BAG HANDLING

Bags are orientated by clamp system and built in a row which is 
then pushed to form a layer. Each layer is squared and pressed in 
order to create a stable load. 
Suitable for capacity from 500 up to 2500 bags/hour. 

Bags are being handled one by one by a gripper who places 
them onto the stripper plates, overlapping them if necessary. 
Once completed the layer is then squared, discharged on the top 
of the pallet and pressed.   
Suitable for capacity from 500 up to 1500 bags/hour 


